The interest in curves over finite fields with many rational points (i.e., with the number N close to known upper bounds) was renewed after Goppa's construction of linear codes with good parameters from such curves (see [Go] ). Other applications are: estimates of exponential sums over finite fields, finite geometries and sequences with low discrepancy (see [Mo] , [Hi] and [Li-Ni] ).
The aim of this paper is to introduce an effective method for the construction of curves over finite fields with many rational points. The method is motivated by a recent paper of van der Geer and van der Vlugt [G-V] . In our method we assign a curve X over F q n to each polynomial g(x) ∈ F q n [x] with deg(g(x)) ≥ q n and this curve X quite frequently has many rational points over F q n . This is done by introducing a reduced polynomial R (g(x) ) and then considering the curve X given by the Kummer extension of the type
, m a divisor of q n − 1.
We illustrate the method with several examples and some of the constructed curves X are really good (i.e., the number of rational points of X over the finite field in question is strictly greater than the previously known largest number for a curve of the same genus). In the last section we apply the method of [G-V] to certain polynomials from [G-S] and we get some other examples of curves with many rational points.
We refer to Section III.7 of [S] for the theory of Kummer extensions of function fields over finite fields (see also [H] ).
The construction. For a polynomial g(x)
∈ F l [x] of degree greater than or equal to l, we define the associated reduced polynomial R(g(x) ) as the polynomial of degree ≤ l − 1 obtained from g(x) by operating on its monomials as follows:
For example,
More generally, one can easily show that R(x m ) = x n if m ≡ n (mod (l − 1)) and 1 ≤ n ≤ l − 1. Note that by the definition of R, for every α ∈ F l we have g(x)(α) = 0 if and only if R(g(x) )(α) = 0. Remark 1. The main property of the right hand side of (1.1) is the following:
Hence the curves X over F l given by
with m a divisor of l − 1, are such that the number N of rational points over F l satisfies
The exact value for N is obtained after analyzing the rationality of the points with first coordinate x = ∞ or x = α, with α ∈ F l satisfying g(x)(α) = 0. We will always take
for some polynomial f (x) and some r ≥ 2. This is done with the objective that the curve X given by (2.1) has "low genus".
Hence the curves X we will be considering here (over the finite field F l with l elements) are of the type
with r ≥ 2 and m a divisor of l − 1.
It will always be the case, in the examples considered here, that in the function field extension F l (x, y)|F l (x), given by (2.2), there is a fully ramified place and hence it follows that equation (2.2) is indeed absolutely irreducible (see Corollary III.7.4 of [S] ).
In the next theorem we write l = q n and we denote by F q the algebraic closure of F q . 
is absolutely irreducible. Then the genus g and the number N of rational points of the curve X over F q n satisfy
Proof. The assertion on g follows from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula applied to the extension F q n (x, y)|F q n (x) of degree m. The assertion on N follows directly from Remark 1.
We end up this section with the only situation that we are going to consider here in which the exponent r in (2.2) is not a power of the characteristic p. We consider the curve X given by (2.2) with r being a divisor of l − 1 and with
Assumption. We assume below that p is an odd prime, that r 2 ≤ l − 1 and that x = 0 is the unique multiple root of the polynomial R(f (x) r ).
Because of the Assumption above, the multiplicity of
is r if r is even, and r+(l−1)/r if r is odd. Then the number S of nonrational roots (i.e., not belonging to
In fact, note that the hypothesis r 2 ≤ l − 1 means that
r − r . Then the genus g of the curve X (given by (2.2), with f (x) chosen as in (2.3) and satisfying the Assumption above) satisfies
The number N of rational points over F l on X is
where N 1 is the number of rational points with the first coordinate satisfying x 
m if r is even and 2 is an m-power, d if r is odd and −r is a d -power, 0 otherwise,
Remark. Because of the Assumption above, the roots of (x (l−1)/r − 1) are zeros of multiplicity r − 1 for the rational function
). Particularly interesting here seems to be the case when
In this case, taking a divisor m ≥ 2 of d 1 , one sees that d = m; i.e., one does not have ramification in the extension F l (x, y)|F l (x) over the points with x (l−1)/r = 1.
Examples of curves with many rational points.
In this section we are going to construct curves over F q n with many rational points by applying the method of the preceding section, with r being a power of q (say r = q j ) and with the polynomial f (x) carefully chosen, so that both f (x) and R(f (x) q j ) have "low degrees". From the genus formula in Theorem 2.1, we see that one wants the sum δ + δ of their degrees to be small. All examples here will satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.
Remark. When we say that a curve over F q n of genus g gives a new record (resp., meets the record ), we mean that its number of rational points over the finite field is strictly greater than (resp., is equal to) the largest number previously known for curves of genus g. When we say that a curve over F q n of genus g completes some table, we mean that there was no entry on that table for the number N of rational points over the finite field and that we got a curve of genus g whose N satisfies:
The tables that we are going to use here are:
1. For p = 2 or p = 3, the table from Geer-Vlugt [Ge-Vl]. 2. For p = 5, the table from Shabat [Sh] .
Curves over F q 2
Example 1. Consider the curve
The common roots of the numerator and denominator belong to F q and satisfy x 2 + x + 1 = 0. We then have three cases to consider. We write d := gcd(m, q − 1). Example 2. Suppose that p = 2 and consider
The common roots of the numerator and denominator are exactly the elements α in F q satisfying α For example, if p = 3 and q is a square, then O(α) = 8 and we get 2d extra rational points if (q − 1)/d is even. Hence for q = 9 and m = 2 we get a curve over F 81 with g = 7 and N = 164, which is a new record. The former record was a curve with 160 rational points.
New record
Finite field m g N F 81
2 7 164
Example 3. Let p = 2, q ≥ 5 and choose α ∈ F * q \ {±1}. We consider the curve
The only common roots of the numerator and denominator are x = ±α, hence c = c 1 = 2. The genus is then
It is possible to choose α in F q such that
2(q−1)/d = 1, and for this choice of α we get
The condition on α above is just to make sure that the 2d points above x = ±α are indeed rational points over F q 2 . This example produces the next Remark. There exists a curve of genus 3 over F 25 with 56 rational points (see Theorem 5.1 of [G-S-X] ). Remark. For q = 9 and for m = 16, 20, 40 or 80, Example 4 produces curves such that N/g ≥ q 2 = q = 9.
Remark. In characteristic p ≥ 3 the curves given by
, provide curves over F q 2 with the same genus and the same number of rational points as the curve in Example 4. The number N of rational points over F q 2 is
For q = 9 and m = 2 we get a curve of genus g = 7 with N = 164 rational points over F 81 , which is a new record (already obtained here in Example 2).
From this example we have the following tables: Example 6. We consider the curve over F q 3 given by
with m a divisor of q 3 − 1.
In this case c = c 1 = q + 1, δ = q + 1 and δ = q 2 + 1. Hence
The number N of rational points over F q 3 is
Hence we get the tables below: Example 7. For p ≥ 3 we consider the curve over F q 3 given by
Complete the tables
with m a divisor of q 3 − 1. Remark. Note that Example 7 in characteristic p = 3 has the same invariants g and N as in Example 6. In particular, for q = 3 and m = 2, we get again a curve over F 27 with g = 2 and N = 48 rational points; i.e., a curve meeting the record.
Example 8. In characteristic p ≥ 3 we consider the curve
Then x = 0 is the only common root for the numerator and denominator, and we have c = c 1 = 1, δ = q and δ = q 2 . Hence for the genus g and the number N of rational points of F q 3 we get
Remark. If one considers the curve in Example 8 in characteristic p = 2, then one has c = c 1 = q. This curve (for p = 2) has the same invariants g and N as the curve in Example 6.
Curves over F q n
Example 9. For an odd integer n ≥ 3, we consider the curve over F q n given by
with m a divisor of q n − 1.
The only common roots for the denominator and numerator are exactly the elements in F q . The genus equals
with d = gcd(m, q − 1). The number of rational points over F q n is
This example produces the next tables: Example 10. For an even integer n ≥ 4, we consider the curve over F q n given by
The common roots of the denominator and numerator are exactly all the elements in F q if n ≡ 0 (mod 4), or all the elements in F q 2 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4). Hence
where d = gcd(m, q − 1) and d = gcd(m, q 2 − 1). The number N of rational points over F q n satisfies
So we get the following table:
Meets the record
2 15 49 213
Example 11. Suppose that n is an even integer and that m is a divisor of q n − 1 such that gcd(m, q n/2 − 1) = 1. Consider the curve over F q n given by the equation y
This curve has
This produces the following Remark. The curve in Example 11 is a generalization of the curve in Case 1 of Example 5.
4.
Other examples of curves with many points. In this last section we will get other interesting curves by similar constructions, specially the one in [G-V] which inspired this work.
Example 12. Let n = 2l, with l ≥ 2. The curve over F q 2l given by . This polynomial has all its roots in F q 2l (see [G-S] ). We split the polynomial and we then apply the method of [G-V] . This method gives us the following equation:
Taking the (q l − 1)th root of this equation we get the curve of this example. The genus of this curve comes from a straightforward calculation and the number N of rational points comes from the fact that f (x) has x = 0 as its only multiple root; its multiplicity is 1 + q + q 2 + . . . + q 2l−2 and hence the polynomial f (x) has q 2l−1 −1 simple roots in F q n . From these considerations we get
Remark. Let m be a divisor of q l + 1. Then the curve over F q 2l given by
This curve is covered by the curve of Example 12, hence it is also maximal (see [L] ).
Remark. Notice that the curve of Example 12 is covered by the Hermitian curve (see [G-S-X] ). In fact, let z = 1/x in Example 12, so we get the equation
q to obtain the Hermitian curve given by v
. This shows that the Hermitian curve is a degree q Galois covering of the curve of Example 12.
Example 13. Let n = 2l + 1 with l ≥ 1. The curve over We omit the details here.
Example 14. Let l be a divisor of n and write n = lk. We consider the curve over Hence we get the Remark. For large values of the integer m, the best performance in Example 14 for the quotient N/g is obtained by taking l as the greatest proper divisor of n; for example, if n is even one should take (for large values of m) l = n/2. In this case the curve obtained here has the same invariants g and N as the curve in Example 11.
